We all agree that treatment-free remission (TFR) is a common goal we aim for in cancer treatment. Even though many malignant diseases require longterm/maintenance therapies (i. e., IMiD maintenance in myeloma, antihormonal therapy in hormone-receptor-positive breast cancer or JAK inhibitors in myelofibrosis patients ineligible for allo-SCT), this often induces clinically relevant side effects lowering quality of life (QoL) and frequently also requires more intense clinical monitoring. For years, we also communicated the necessity of continuous life-long tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI) therapy to our patients with chronic myeloid leukemia (CML), until seminal work by F.X. Mahon and his French colleagues demonstrated that even though in some patients lowlevel disease burden fluctuates upon TKI withdrawal, approximately half of those patients can be successfully discontinued from targeted therapy for the longterm [1] . However, only a small proportion of optimal responders can continuously stop therapy (overall a maximum of 25% of chronic phase CML [CP-CML] patients treated up-front with 2nd generation TKIs are in long-term TFR). However, for me the following questions remain to be answered.
How can we bring more patients into the appropriate corridor of deep molecular response to discontinue TKI therapy?
Even though 2nd generation TKIs are more potent in terms of deep molecular remission (DMR) compared to imatinib [2] [3] [4] CP-CML patients qualify for a TKI discontinuation attempt [5] . Novel combination therapies of available TKIs together with novel drugs, such as ABL001 in patients with a lower likelihood to achieve continuous DMR should be tested [6] . Biomarkers such as high sCD62L [7] or high-risk scores (ETLS) [8] may help to select appropriate patients to test such drug combinations that also increase the risk of adverse events.
Depth of response and TKI therapy duration: how deep is deep and how long is long enough?
The required response depth remains unclear, as interestingly studies with varying selection criteria for patients to be discontinued almost all showed the same result of approximately 40-50% successful discontinuation rates. This already points to other predictive (e. g., immunological?) variables being mainly responsible to long-term TFR. However, it is generally accepted that continuous (at least 2 years) of molecular response 4 (MR4) during 2nd generation TKI therapy and 5.7 years with imatinib may be required to allow TKI discontinuation [9] .
Which biomarkers predict successful treatmentfree remission?
Immunological biomarkers at the time of TKI discontinuation are linked to the likelihood of continuous TFR, including increased natural killer (NK) cells [10, 11] and CD86-positive plasmacytoid dendritic cells (pDC) [12] numbers and function, the latter being also linked to a T cell exhaustion phenotype with high PD-1 expression potentially also at least in part explaining limited anti-leukemic potency of leukemia antigen(LAA)-specific cytotoxic T lymphocytes. The latter study also suggested that the number of CD86-positive pDC overrules the time effect of previous therapy on TFR likelihood, as in patients with high CD86 pDC numbers (>95/µl) the effect of previous TKI therapy duration does not at all impact TFR rates, whereas in patients with low CD86 pDC numbers, long-term TKI pretreated patients have a 90% success rate of being continuously TKI free.
How can we consolidate patients in DMR to improve the likelihood of TFR?
Novel study generations that randomize nonconsolidation versus consolidation therapy upon TKI stop have to be developed. The German CML study group will soon start two prospective clinical trials under the lead of Professor Burchert from Marburg validating innovative concepts of immunoconsolidation in patients with DMR but nonselected for the above mentioned immunological variables. The first strategy validates low-dose maintenance therapy with the novel ropeginterferon [13] as compared to stopping without consolidation. The second concept is based on the observation described above that numbers of CD86-expressing pDC correlate with PD-1 expressing proteinase-3 (i. e., leukemia antigen=LAA) specific CD8 T cells. Moreover, CD86 is the ligand for CTLA-4 that is expressed on regulatory T cells and which may be involved in T cell dysregulation in CD86+ pDC high patients. Thus, a combined immune-activating consolidation therapy of the CTLA-4 blocking monoclonal antibody ipilimumab together with the PD-1 blocker nivolumab will be tested against a nonintervention approach in patients with CML in DMR and TKI discontinuation.
The studies exemplify how future consolidation approaches may help to make use of an improved immune-surveillance upon TKI discontinuation to improve TFR rates.
Conclusion and open questions
Maintenance concepts are interesting but may also induce relevant side effects. Consolidation strategies are only of added value when they are indeed able to either reduce residual leukemic burden or induce immunosurveillance leading to an increased TFR rate or median duration. Immunotherapy concepts also may induce side effects, such as immune-related adverse events, which have to be closely monitored. Treatment in well-controlled clinical trials is thus warranted to define innovative strategies with the ultimate goal to induce improved long-term TFR rates without relevant side effects. This will profoundly impact QoL for treatment-free patients as well as it will also be of substantial pharmacoeconomic benefit.
